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JazzChord, Summer 1994/95 

__________________________________________________________ 

he US guitarist John Scofield appeared on Radio National’s The Music Show 
on January 14, and had some interesting observations to make in his interview 
with Julie Steiner. On Miles Davis: “He was an inspired musician and a deep 

thinker, and I’m sure he was very disciplined in order to get to that. But it’s not the 
same discipline that we all know about. Sometimes he could be pretty lax; but he sure 
knew a lot about music. The main thing I learned from him was that in this kind of 
music -jazz - you have to do your own thing. You have to find your own voice: you 
can learn from others, but copying is a big waste of time. That’s really what he 
showed me, and I’m very thankful for it”. Asked why Miles liked his playing, John 
said: “I had a lot of roots in bebop and jazz, and I’ve always tried to swing, to get a 
certain rhythmic feel in the music that has been synonymous with jazz, and I think he 
appreciated that I was really trying, because that’s what he was all about.” On Acid  
 

 
 
John Scofield (right) performing with Miles Davis (left) in Madrid: Miles 
appreciated that I was really trying… PHOTO COURTESY PINTEREST 
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Another shot of John Scofield (right, in background) performing with Miles Davis 
(left) in Madrid… PHOTO COURTESY PINTEREST 

 
Jazz: “This was made up by some DJs in Great Britain when they started to play old, 
funky jazz records from the 60s, and people started to dance to it. They had to come 
up with a name. Some people were getting real high at parties, I suppose, and they 
called it ‘acid jazz’. Every generation needs a form of jazz, and they need to call it 
something different, so that it’s not like their parents’ jazz. If I could sum it up real 
quickly, the jazz phenomenon as we know it started in the 20s with Dixieland music. 
This turned into big band music and was orchestrated for a large group in the 
Swing Era. Bebop was an extension of that, with musicians taking fantastic solos, and 
stretching out a little bit more, but back to a small group. In the 60s, pop music 
influenced jazz, and people started to play more soulful, more bluesy... This was 
always there in jazz, but some musicians brought in more of a gospel sound, more of 
a blues sound into the jazz idiom. This in turn turned into fusion music in the 70s 
with Miles. That’s really where I come in, that’s my roots – jazz music, but very much 
influenced by black pop music. You know, Motown and all that stuff; soul music, we 
used to call it.” On today’s jazz: “There isn’t one super strong force, one way that 
everyone’s following: there are a number of different styles, and all of them 
incorporate styles from the past. It’s important to have that recycling of the old, and 
you add a little element and it becomes new... The most important thing is that it 
feels fresh.” 
 
*A friend loaned me The Penguin Guide To Jazz On CD, LP & Cassette (2nd 
edition) just before JazzChord went to press, and I was delighted to see a number of 
Australian musicians listed and their albums reviewed. None gets a rave review, but 
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at least it is an improvement on the appalling reviews some of our artists got in the 
British Jazz Journal about 12 months ago. If Australian artists are to perform 
internationally, then they are going to have to be judged by respected critics like 
Richard Cook and Brian Morton, who are responsible for the Penguin Guide. A 
number of Australians are listed as sidemen, and some have their own entries as 
leaders. Bob and Len Barnard get a nice rap under the banner of pianist Ralph 
Sutton for the album Partners In Crime, which gets ***(*): “The quartet date 
 

 
 
with the Barnard brothers has a timeless feel, since the trumpeter seems wholly  
unselfconscious about an Armstrong influence, and their opening romp through 
Swing That Music shows how beautifully swing repertory can turn out when 
delivered in the right hands.” Paul Grabowsky, whose album Tee Vee is described as 
“a bit forgettable” but still gets ***, is said to be “an able young Australian who writes 
good tunes but hasn’t quite got the technique or the band to deliver them with 
sufficient panache”. This is questionable, and I’d have to agree with Adrian 
 

 
 
Jackson, who wrote in Rhythms, “Whatever else you might say about Grabowsky, no-
one in their right mind would deny that he has plenty of chops!” Clarion Fracture 
Zone gets a more positive write-up for Blue Shift, but the same *** classification: 
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“Strong, slightly moody, contemporary sounds from a... group who proved to be 
almost as impressive in the flesh (a brief showcase appearance in London shortly 
after Blue Shift was released) as they are on record. The husband-and-wife front line 
exchange featured roles with seemly even-handedness. A good deal of responsibility 
is devolved to [Alister] Spence, who holds the sound together with a relaxed, unfussy 
touch... Compositions like The Wild Uproar and La Mar Esta Enferma are gently 
ironic without being send-ups, but it is the title-track and the closing Spice Island 
that offer the best measure of CFZ’s multifarious and as yet underexposed talents.” 
Mark Isaacs’ Encounters also gets ***, and Mark is described as “a fine player” whose 
performance on Jewelette is “poised and shapely”. The evaluation  *** is defined in 
the introduction as “A good if middleweight set: one that lacks the stature or 
consistency of the finest records, but which is rewarding on its own terms”. Look out 
also for Dale Barlow (“[a]wide brawny sound... booming solos”), Peter O’Mara, Mike 
Nock, Mickey Tucker and some others I may have missed in a quick look through a 
massive index. Interestingly, James Morrison, generally regarded as our most 
successful jazz export, is virtually absent, except as a member of the Philip Morris big 
bands, which suggest that James’s own albums have not been released overseas, or 
have been withdrawn from catalogues. 
 
* It was good to hear John Pochée’s Ten Part Invention (TPI) at The Basement in 
early January. The group hadn’t performed there since 1987, ie since the days of the 
old Basement. I was struck by what an important institution TPI has become. The 
saxophone section - Bob Bertles, Bernie McGann, Ken James and Sandy Evans - is 
truly a national treasure, as is the whole band. TPI is living testimony to what can be 
achieved when fine musicians stay together for years, and develop an outstanding 
repertoire, which they play with fervour. TPI is now akin to a peak organisation, and 
must survive. It sets a benchmark for the whole scene in Sydney. Which brings me to 
the recent funding results from the Australia Council’s Performing Arts Board (PAB). 
I’m told that TPI applied for $20,000 for 1995 performances, and was granted 
$10,000, a disappointing result which makes it difficult for the group to do more 
than a handful of performances in 1995. Also the PAB has instructed the group not to 
perform at the Strawberry Hills, where its natural audience exists. What can explain 
this extraordinarily interventionist direction by the Music Committee of the PAB? 
While there is an argument - I have heard it often - that certain groups have been  
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Six members of Ten Part Invention, snapped at the Wangaratta Jazz Festival in 
1996, L-R, Roger Frampton, Bob Bertles, Bernie McGann, Ken James, Sandy Evans, 
Steve Elphick… PHOTO CREDIT BRENDON KELSON 
 
getting funds for a long time, and that these funds now should be redistributed, is 
there any sense in trying to phase out such a fine band when there is simply nothing 
in Sydney to replace it? So much work and sweat has gone into establishing TPI as a 
flagship orchestra: why disadvantage it? 
 
*JazzChord continues with a print-run of 2,000, but we estimate that two or three 
different people read each copy, as it’s apparent that the newsletter is shared around. 
So, the readership is estimated to be about 5,000. JazzChord subscribers, ie 
members of the JCA of NSW, now number over 500, which makes our Association 
one of the strongest jazz organisations in the country. Those subscribers get 
JazzChord as soon as it is published. But we also send out a further 1,500 to many 
whom we feel should receive JazzChord. That includes about 250 members of the 
Jazz Co-ordination Association of Victoria; a handful of members of the fledgling 
Jazz Co-ordination Association of WA; and others whom we feel should be aware of 
this national organ of communication. We encourage everyone who receives it to 
contribute to the costs of printing and postage by subscribing; it’s only $25.00 a year 
for an individual. The free list, however, is always changing. So, if you’ve been 
receiving JazzChord free-of-charge, and you haven’t reacted to our invitation to 
subscribe, don’t be upset if it doesn’t arrive. I’ve received calls from people lately who 
value JazzChord, but ask, “Why am I off the mailing list?” Well, it’s because you 
haven’t subscribed, and we have to assume that, if you don’t subscribe, then you 
don’t want this newsletter. 


